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Overlook Press. Hardcover. Book Condition: New. Hardcover. 704 pages. Dimensions: 8.1in. x 5.8in. x
2.0in.Praised by Lev Grossman as stunningraw, real, smart, very thrilling and very, very wicked, The
Circle, the first book in the internationally bestselling Engelsfors Trilogy, introduced a group of high
school girls with special powers who became the Chosen Ones. As book two, Fire, begins, Minoo,
Vanessa, Linna, Anna-Karin and Ida have been struggling with their own demons all summer long.
Now school is back in session, and whether they like it or not, the five Chosen Ones must stick
together stronger than ever before. Evil is back in Engelsfors and it threatens to engulf everyone
and everythingand only if the five girls accept their strengths and trust each other unconditionally
will they have any chance of defeating it. The second installment of the Engelsfors Trilogyan
international sensation with rights sold in 26 countriesFire sees the past woven together with the
present, the living with the dead, our human world with demonic forces. This spellbinding novel
takes the reader on a wild journey in a world where the stakes are higher than life-and-death. This
item ships from multiple locations. Your book may arrive from Roseburg,OR, La...
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ReviewsReviews

A really wonderful ebook with perfect and lucid answers. It is rally interesting throgh looking at period of time. Once you begin to read the book, it is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Gusta ve Moor e-- Gusta ve Moor e

I just started o  reading this article pdf. It is probably the most remarkable ebook we have go through. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding,
once you begin to read the book.
-- Jea nette K r eig er-- Jea nette K r eig er
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